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No normal ballistas, Vanari Starshards fire twin bolts of such fine craftsmanship they 
can punch through Chaos warplate. At need, their crews can load bolts that blind as 

well as maim, and they employ warding lanterns that likewise steal the enemy’s sight.

DESCRIPTION
A unit of Vanari Starshard Ballistas has 
any number of models, each armed with 
Starshard Bolts and Arming Swords.

ABILITIES
Blinding Bolts: A Starshard can be loaded with 
specialised bolts that explode with blinding light 
when they strike a target.

Once per battle, when you pick this unit to shoot, 
you can say that it will fire its blinding bolts. If 
you do so, units that are hit by an attack made by 

this unit in that phase are dazzled until the end 
of the turn. Subtract 1 from hit rolls for a unit 
that is dazzled. A unit cannot be dazzled more 
than once per turn.

Messenger Hawk: Every Starshard ballista is 
accompanied by a messenger hawk, which is used 
by the leaders of the army to direct the crew’s fire 
towards the most important targets.

At the start of your shooting phase, you can pick 
1 enemy unit within 24" of a friendly Realm‑
lords Hero and pick 1 friendly Starshard 
Ballistas unit within 24" of that Hero. If you 

do so, add 1 to hit rolls for attacks made by that 
Starshard Ballistas unit that target that 
enemy unit until the end of the phase.

Warding Lanterns: The crew of a Starshard 
ballista carry deployable aetherquartz lanterns 
that aid accuracy and dazzle attackers.

Roll a dice each time you allocate a wound or 
mortal wound to this unit if it has not made a 
move in the same turn. On a 6, that wound or 
mortal wound is negated. In addition, add 1 to 
the Attacks characteristic of this unit’s Starshard 
Bolts if it has not made a move in the same turn.
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Bladelords are preternaturally talented in the art of the sword. Though of the Vanari, 
they are seconded to the Scinari, forming bodyguards for the Lumineth’s mages. In 

return they enjoy potent magical protection that sees them safe to the front line.

DESCRIPTION
 A unit of Vanari Bladelords has any number of 
models, each armed with a Sunmetal Greatblade.

BLADELORD SENESCHAL: 1 model in this 
unit can be a Bladelord Seneschal. That model is 
armed with a Sunmetal Greatblade or Sunmetal 
Dual Blades. Add 1 to the Attacks characteristic 
a Bladelord Seneschal’s Sunmetal Greatblade.

ABILITIES
Guardians: Bladelords most commonly fight 
alongside Scinari, protecting them from harm.

Roll a dice before you allocate a wound or mortal 
wound to a friendly Scinari model within 3" of 
any friendly units with this ability. On a 2+, you 
must allocate that wound or mortal wound to a 
friendly unit with this ability within 3" of that 
model, instead of to that model.

Swordmasters: Vanari Bladelords adopt different 
fighting styles depending upon the nature of 
their opponents.

Before fighting with this unit, choose either 
the Perfect Strike or Flurry of Blows Sunmetal 
Greatblade weapon characteristics. All of 
the models in the unit armed with Sunmetal 

Greatblades must use those characteristics when 
they attack. A Perfect Strike always hits (do not 
make a hit roll). A Flurry of Blows has an Attacks 
characteristic equal to the number of enemy 
models within 2" of the attacking model.

Vanashimor Banners: The banners worn by 
Vanari Bladelords, woven for them by the Scinari 
they protect, are proof against hostile magics.

Each time this unit is affected by a spell or 
endless spell, you can roll a dice. If you do so, 
on a 4+, ignore the effects of that spell or endless 
spell on this unit.
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MISSILE WEAPONS Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage
Starshard Bolts 30" 2 3+ 3+ ‑2 D3

MELEE WEAPONS Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage
Arming Swords 1" 2 3+ 4+ ‑ 1

MELEE WEAPONS Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage
Sunmetal Greatblade: Perfect Strike 2" 1 See below 2+ ‑2 1

Sunmetal Greatblade: Flurry of Blows 2" See below 3+ 3+ ‑ 1
Sunmetal Dual Blades 1" 3 2+ 3+ ‑1 1
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